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BRAINSHOT at Fashion Room Service XXL Edition
By OZON magazine official page .
29.10.2015 - Grecotel Pallas Athena
Room: 206 - Decoration by: Marck Aloft
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PRESS & COLLABORATIONS 
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COLLABORATIONS AND EVENTS





Jerry Scott's for BRAIN SHOT Miss Margaret Cruzemark 's tribute to Wayne Hussey.

Love will rise again to heal your wings.ute to Wayne 



"OUR ENERGY CONNECTS"
MILEXXX.com X Brainshot Beanie Nadia Is Dead Simon X Lust.
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X COLLECTION
o X = 6

o 6th Collection. 6 Designs.
Number 6 is A Perfect Number.
It is the number of Creating an environment of peace and 
harmony. The symbol of completeness, beauty and high 
ideals.
It also symbolizes anything to do with the heart; love, inner 
peace, spiritual harmony, the principle of free will and 
recognition of good and evil.
Reversed it warns of separation or temptation. According 
to the Bible 6 represents the imperfection, the sin, the Evil.
Number 6 gives people the opportunity to develop a clear 
idea of right and wrong – and the consequences that link 
cause and effect. The 6 vibration represents truth, order 
and justice. The 6 energy will fight for their ideals and 
principles, and represents someone who is deeply 
concerned for others and are non-judgemental and tolerant 
of other people’s differences.
The esoteric meaning of the six is that it was considered a 
“number of Creation”, the symbol of the divine cosmic 
equilibrium and symmetry of opposites expresses the unity 
of polarities, the choice of divergent paths. In his divine 
aspect six stands as a symbol of the law of analogies, 
expressed in geometric terms: “Down like the top, and the 
upper like the lower.

Curated by Elisavet Latsiou
Artist Jerry Scott’s

Photography | Yannis Tzannis
Styling | Jerry Scott's & Elisavet Latsiou
Make-Up | Isabella Apikian
Hair | Errieta Charles
Models | Jasmine & George
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